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Revealing things which have been kept secret from the foundation of the world.Proven with

mathematics this book describes genuine ancient knowledge that conflicts with modern science but

upholds the Biblical story of Genesis.
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George Curtis must me a truly gifted mathematician with a gift creating complex equations from

obtuse observations.I'm not knocking this book at all. Actually I found it very engrossing. Once I

began reading it I couldn't put it down until I finished. Being a Christian, though not a devout one,or

should I say not a "fanatical" one I found that the connections the author made with Genesis

especially enlightening. Genesis never made a lot of sense to me but it does now.The only nit that I

would pick with the author is his assertion that stone hedge is the biblical tower of Babel. It's neither

a tower or a remnant of one it's unmistakably a complex circle of stone work. Oh sure, I guess it

could have been constructed by Noah and his band of flood survivors but why would they have



marched all the way from mount Ararat in Turkey all the way across Europe and over the English

channel just to build a circle of stones using advanced mathematics representing the solar system?

This seems like a bit of a stretch to me. Why didn't that band of survivors from the flood stay closer

to their landing spot, perhaps in Turkey somewhere? Perhaps at Gobekli Tepe which IS in Turkey. I

loved this book, but I think the historical details need to be looked at more closely. Given the

contradictions to logical thinking I'm reserving final judgment before changing my entire belief

system.

Mr Curtis did a wonderful job of exposing and defining information that is outside the realm of

science and religion. I couldn't put this book down. I am presently unemployed but found that

reading this book and absorbing the shocking and proven information was far more important than

looking for a job. He spoke of astronomy and several other areas of science and was able to create

and explain a much bigger picture of who we are and where we come from in such an intelligent

manner that would make Sherlock Holmes seem like a mere third grader in his logical approach. I

am so sorry that I am not more articulate to explain more deeply the significance of what was written

by this wonderful man. An open mind is necessary and with that you will go for a trip that is way

beyond you wildest expectations. I have never read a more compelling narrative that has impacted

my perception of our world, it's history and it's future. If you have a scientific background please

don't be so easy to dismiss what is being said here. Set aside your personal belief system if it falls

contrary to what is written here and just go for the ride and really really absorb the weight of what

Mr. Curtis is trying to explain here. I love studying astronomy and physics. I always felt there was a

far greater intelligent force at work where not being a true scientist myself could clearly see and

know in my gut that that force was in control of things that just couldn't be explained in any other

way except now Mr. Curtis has named that force. Thank you sir for exposing the treasures as you

said you would and in an ever so eloquent style. Please let this not be the end of your writing

career.

I have to say that the presentation of the material was lengthy, like beating a dead horse just to do

it. the author did a lot of research and made his case flawlessly. I have a new view on things as a

result of this book. I can only say, read it till the end and keep an open mind.

This book was written with the grammar, vernacular, and tempo of something for middle school

children. I have never read anything by this author before, and I definitively will not waste my time



reading his other book. Is this format of speaking, as to an audience of semi-literate adults, with an

abundance of grammar, punctuation, and spelling errors, normal for this author, or did perhaps my

Kindle version download badly?

Very good read and made me a believer of his hypothesis. I feel as if my eyes and mind are a little

more open though I think most of these questions about the knowledge of Noah are already

answered by the Kabbalah which must have been a part of the knoledge taught to all of the childern

of Adam then.

Curtis makes a good case for Stonehenge containing information about the planetary orbits which

had to have come from an intelligent source that was beyond its time. I am not convinced about it

being the site of Babel. The Bible says clearly that the Tower of Babel was made in the plane of

Sinar and near to where Babylon was founded.

The author based his findings on mathematics - I am not an expert in the advanced field thereof but

as he claims the equasions to be correct I accept his word for that. For me it was an eye-opener on

many aspects including scriptures in the Bible, It made me see the creation and the universe in

another light as previously. Sometimes his statements appear to be a bit far fetched but as so little

is really known, why not give it a go. A most interesting book and I enjoyed the style of writing.

The author has asked and answered a lot of questions that I have pondered over for many years.

Whether or not he is right about his answers is not conclusive, but he does make an interesting and

well thought out case for his beliefs. He has clearly given a lot of thought and spent a lot of time on

his subject. He certainly gives his readers something challenging to think about.One thing he

doesn't do however is give an explanation of who God is. He writes extraterrestrial beings as though

they were the angels and God of the bible. What he says is thoughtful and interesting, but even if

what he says is true he still doesn't explain where the extraterrestrials or the universe itself came

from. Of course I can't blame him for that. It seems evident that the human "mind" is incapable of

that at the present time and likely will never be unless there is another life yet to come. I do

recommend this book. It is well thought out and worth reading.
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